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Introduction
SVRHA UČENJA I POUČAVANJA PREDMETA

„Učenje stranoga jezika potiče sustavan način razvijanja 
kreativnoga i kritičkoga mišljenja te jača intelektualni kapacitet 
pojedinca. Ovladanost engleskim jezikom povoljno utječe na 

učenikovu sliku o sebi, utječe na donošenje odgovornih i neovisnih 
odluka te stvara preduvjet za nastavak obrazovanja i profesionalno 

usmjerenje. Mogućnosti veće osobne mobilnosti i sigurne 
orijentacije u globaliziranome svijetu izravno i pozitivno potiču 

razvitak budućega aktivnog člana demokratskoga i pluralističkoga 
društva.” 

(Kurikulum Nastavnog Predmeta Engleski jezik za Osnovne Škole i Gimnazije, 2019: 5)
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How can we encourage higher order 
thinking skills in the language classroom?



Higher order thinking skills
(HOTS)



Classification of HOTS



Bloom’s Taxonomy
(Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956)
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• Mental abilities (knowledge-based 
domain)Cognitive

• Feelings or emotional states 
(attitude-based domain)Affective

• Manual or physical skills (skills-
based domain)Psychomotor



Bloom’s Taxonomy of the cognitive domain 
(Revised –2001)
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Creating

Evalutating

Anayzing

Applying

Understanding

Remembering



Dimensions of HOTS

Critical
thinking

Reflective
thinking
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Bloom’s Taxonomy of the affective domain
(Revised –2001)

Characterizing

Organizing

Valuing

Responding

Receiving
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What is emotional intelligence (EI)?

‘EI is a type of social intelligence that involves the ability to 
recognize one’s own and other’s emotions and to employ this 
information into one’s thinking and actions.’

(Salovey and Mayer, 1990)
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Emotional intelligence
(Salovey and Mayer, 1990)

• The ability to understand the emotions of others

• To establish and maintain interpersonal 
relationships

• To shoulder the burden of our social responsibilty

Interpersonal 
skills

• The ability to identify and comprehend one’s own 
inspirations and feelings

Intrapersonal 
skills
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Emotional intelligence

EI is ‘the capacity for recognizing our own feelings and those of 
others, for motivating ourselves, and for managing emotions well 
in ourselves and in our relationships’

(Goleman, 1998: 317)
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Emotional Quotient (EQ) Theory
(Goleman, 1995)

Self-
awareness

• Emotional 
awareness

• Accurate self-
assessment

• Self-confidence

Self-
regulation

• Emotional 
awareness

• Trustworthiness

• Conscientiousness

• Adaptability

• Innovativeness

Motivation

• Emotional 
awareness

• Commitment

• Initiative

• Optimism

Social-
awareness

• Empathy

• Service 
orientation

• Orgarnizational 
awareness

Relationship 
mangagement

• Influence

• Communication

• Conflict 
management

• Leadership

• Change catalyst

• Building bonds

• Collaboration & 
cooperation

• Team 
capabilities
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Emotional Intelligence and Critical Thinking

• Studies have shown a complex connection between thoughts 
and emotions (Brookfield, 1987; Meyers, 1986; Moo, 2008; 
Paul, 1987).

• An individual’s emotions can support the development of CT 
(Brookfield, 1987; Elder, 1996).

• Studies in L2 reseach have suggested that language learners’ 
EI tends to better equip them with CT, e.g., flexibility and social 
responsibility have the highest correlations with CT and are 
positive predictors of CT (Ghanizadeh & Moafian, 2011). 
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Emotional intelligence and L2 learning

• Language learning is interactive: pair or group work, 
discussions, communication

• Training students to be more emotionally intelligent can help 
them:

• Feel more attached  to their classroom

• Be more socially integrated

• Become more effective language learners
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Emotional intelligence and L2 learning

Communicative 
and Humanistic 

approaches

Creating a fun and 
enjoyable 

atmosphere

(Reduce L2 
anxiety) Strategy skills 

(Self-regulation)

Establishing rapport

(With teachers and 
students)

Encouraging 
intrinsic motivation

(Giving choices –
AGENCY)

Creating appropriate 
group dynamics

(A sense of 
belonging)
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Emotional intelligence and L2 learning

Presentation title 19

Emotional 

literacy 

(the ability to 

express 

emotions in 

the L2)

Good group 

dynamics

Student 

interaction



How can language teachers encourage 
the development of emotional 
intelligence among learners? ”
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Reflection

• How can we help our learners become more aware of their
emotions and feelings?

• How can we help our learners develop emphathy?

• How can we help our learners develop social responsibility?
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Reflection

• As teachers are we aware of our own prejudices and
preferences with regard to our students?

• How can these elements bias our capability to understand
others and help our students learn? 
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Classroom activities



Icebreaker



Talk about your most positive and most negative personality traits
(Ghanizadeh et al., 2020: 146)
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Personality 
traits

Moody

Generous

Dependent

High-
strung

Egotistical

Modest

Easygoing

Opinionated



Working with language



Using
Adverbs of frequency

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/emotional-intelligence-and-elt

How often 

do you....
very often often sometimes rarely never

laugh

get angry

argue with 

your 

parents

make 

mistakes

forget things

change your 

mind

really enjoy 

yourself
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Using language 
How do you feel when...

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/emotional-intelligence-and-elt

Function Language

Labelling feelings
I feel / I am angry / impatient / bitter / 

frightened

Taking responsibility for feelings I feel jealous / hurt / left out

Empathising I understand / accept / realise

Suggesting I / you could / might

Stating wants and needs I / you need / would like / want to

Being positive I’d feel better if 28



Discussions



Using topics that are of interest to your learners

How do you feel when...

• Your friend ‘ditches’ you.... (Friendship)

• You can’t decide what you want to do after high school... 
(Identity)

• Your friends are at a party and they are doing drugs... (Peer 
pressure) 

• My parents won’t let me stay out late... (Relationship with 
parents)

• You are being ‘ghosted’ on social media... (Bullying)
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Using literature



Using literature

Activity:

• Read the short story: No Speak English by Sandra Cisneros*

• Work in groups. 

• Develop questions that could help learners develop empathy 
with the main characters. 

* Cisneros, S. (1995). No speak English. In J. A. McConochie (Ed.). 20th Century American 
Short Stories Vol. 1 (pp. 2-9). Heinle & Heinle Publishers.
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No Speak English (by Sandra Cisneros)
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Using literature

Write for ten minutes on one of the following questions. Discuss 
your answer with your classmates (Cisneros, 1995: 9).

1. What do you suppose Mamacita expected of life in Chicago?

2. If you were in Mamacita’s place, what would you do?

3. If you were the man, what would you do?

4. If you were Esperanza*, would you try to help? Why or why 
not?

*Esperanza Cordero – 14 year-old narrator
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Learner needs



Please read each item carefully and indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the 
following statements on the line provided in front of each statement.

1= strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3= Agree; 4= Strongly agree

As an English learner, in this course I expect

_____ to communicate effectively

_____ to learn slangs and colloquial language

_____ to learn how to compose good writing

_____ to be able to apply what I learn to real situations

_____ to learn new vocabulary

_____ to read English story books

_____ to learn a lot of grammar rules

_____ to learn about English culture and people

_____ to be able to comprehend English movies and music

_____ to be evaluated continually

_____ to be provided with supplementary materials

_____ to be corrected by the teacher

_____ to know what exactly I should do

_____ to be provided with constant feedback

_____ to work on the topics that interest me

_____ to be asked my opinion and perspectives on the topic

_____ to have opportunity to ask my questions and problems

(Ghanizadeh et al., 2020: 146)



Project work



What topics can you give students for 
project work to help develop their 

emotional intelligence?



Project work

Work in groups. Design a 
research project on one of the 
following topics:
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Language learning and the role of 
emotions

Ways of reducing L2 anxiety among 
students

Effective studying methods (Self-
regulation)

Motivation as an element of 
language learning

Working with the elderly



Reflective journals

Questions about learning experiences
(Ghanizadeh et al., 2020: 156)
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How did I feel about the experience?

How might other classmates have experienced the same 
session and why?

What were the issues that interested me a lot, and that I 
would like to study in more detail?

What and how much did I contribute to this learning 
experience?

How can I attribute what I haved learned to a personal 
experience?

How can I relate what I have learned to my prior 
knowledge of the topic?

How do I feel about the way I am approaching this learning 
experience?

How did I link this learning experience to my learning style?

How can I improve my learning methods and strategies?

How can I apply the knowledge, skills, and understanding I 
gained in this session?
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Promoting EI in the classroom – other elements

Giving Feedback Getting Feedback
Continuous
assessment
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• How do you feel about this talk/workshop? 

• What did we not cover that I expected we 
should?

• What have I changed my mind about, as a 
result of this session?

• What did I most like about this session?

• What did I most dislike about this session?



Thank you



Any questions?
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